Introduction
Chronic complex diseases have increasingly become the focus of epidemiology and human genetics as conditions such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension, asthma, diabetes, Alzheimer's disease, cancers, psychiatric diseases, and the like have increased in prevalence and public health importance. Yet, in spite of massive investments in research time and funding, the causes of these diseases are still largely unknown or, at best, only vaguely known. This state of affairs stands in stark contrast to prior decades of success in which both epidemiology and human genetics uncovered major causal risk factors such as genes for Mendelian disease, infectious disease vectors, or environmental toxins, which led to the development of numerous preventive measures in the form of workplace regulation, public sanitation, vaccination, and prenatal genetic testing, as well as effective treatments, and lent the fields of epidemiology and human genetics a well-earned authority.
Complex diseases have proven much less tractable (Table 1) . Often, the results of genetic association studies can not be replicated or subsequent studies implicate different genetic loci, environmental epidemiological findings are contradicted by new studies, publication bias in favour of strong positive results makes it difficult to interpret the significance of later studies, risk estimates are highly variable or inconsistent or upon meta-analyses converge on little or no effect, and so forth.
These issues have not gone unremarked by the research community. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The typical response has been to assert the need for intensification of current approaches: bigger longer-term observational studies, better technology, and more elaborate statistical methods. Another response has been to argue that pure statistical empiricism-black-box epidemiology-is not working and that we need to turn to a more determined consideration of the underlying biological mechanism and causation of disease. [6] [7] [8] To many epidemiologists this has meant a turn to genetics. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Unfortunately, the same difficulties that plague environmental epidemiology apply to the genetics of complex disease as well, and for similar reasons.
In this paper, we ask why it is that after a massive scientific assault, we are still unable to account specifically for more than a small fraction of common complex diseases. We discuss methodological issues that are particularly problematic owing to the biology of complex disease, and we address epistemological assumptions about causation. The problem is a compound one, but these considerations are at its core. diseases, and why is individual risk essentially impossible to predict? The reasons largely have to do with the fact that, because they are generally due to both endogenous genetic and exogenous environmental components, complex diseases represent a many-to-many causal universe, a likely fact that is routinely stated but almost as routinely given little more than lip service. Our methods are largely ill-equipped to tease these kinds of multiple cause and effect relationships apart. The multifactorial biology of these diseases means that most causal factors have a relatively weak effect, whereas our methods and study designs were developed to detect risk factors with strong effect. Here we briefly mention some aspects of complex diseases that may confound epidemiological or genetic studies; all are well-known, but too often not considered when studies are designed.
Phenotypic heterogeneity
Generally speaking, complex diseases are those for which there is no single cause with uniformly high predictive power. Individual cases may be multifactorial or each may be unicausal but due to one of multiple single paths to the same diseasebut it is likely that both situations occur for most diseases, and it is not easy to sort this out. Similarly, a disease given a single name may encompass a range of related conditions so that assembling cases with the 'same' disease can be a challenge. Even when researchers attempt to define the disease preciselysame cell type, same behavioural manifestations, same symptoms, for example-they may in fact be studying a causally heterogeneous phenotype. This might seem to be readily avoidable, but are the very different forms of autism for example, even within families, the same condition?
Genotypic heterogeneity and phenotypic ambiguity
Even with 'simple' Mendelian traits there are many, sometimes hundreds, of alleles that cause the 'same' disease-a phenomenon that has been called 'phenogenetic equivalence'. 17, 18 The designation 'simple' itself is probably quite wrong as a rule. 19 The finding of multiple genetic pathways to a single outcome is not unexpected given that traits evolve by selection on the phenotypes, not genotypes 17, 18 -but it can confound genetic studies of complex disease.
The unilocus nature of a trait that is polymorphic can be obscured by population heterogeneity. The responsible alleles (genetic variants) may have different frequencies (including zero) in different populations, and/or a plethora of relevant alleles in the causal gene usually differ among populations. 17 If there are m different alleles at a gene, there are m(m 1 1)/2 possible genotypes, that even with modest m provides sorting, sample size, sample comparability, and multiple-testing challenges when it comes to finding, and evaluating the effects of, individual variants (a problem that will be multiplicatively compounded if serious attention was simultaneously given to both genetic and environmental factors). It is only partial comfort that most of the genotypes that actually exist are rare. Rare genotypes are captured by the medical ascertainment system that screens hundreds of millions of people and, in aggregate, comprise a sizeable fraction of alleles found in cases. It may be easy to evaluate causation for the common genotypes, but often only by assuming what we want to show-that the gene is the cause of the disease-can causation be attributed to specific rare ones. The upshot is that it is only by assumption that many alleles routinely considered to be causal for diseases like phenylketonuria, cystic fibrosis, and breast cancer are viewed as causal. It is difficult to know how to choose cases to maximize genetic homogeneity, even among cases with similar phenotypes. For many mapping (gene-finding) methods, such as association studies 6, [20] [21] [22] [23] genetic heterogeneity can vitiate what might otherwise be a good statistical design. Genes, but not disease, are inherited: when genetic diseases are not Mendelian 'Simple' Mendelian diseases follow discernible patterns: they appear in families in predictable proportions, the disease is not transmissible to unrelated individuals, the age of onset may be reasonably predictable, and so forth. Thus, it is relatively straightforward, and indeed good research practice, to demonstrate a likely genetic cause before a costly and laborious search for genes is undertaken. [24] [25] [26] Initial evidence may only be of a general nature: There is often excess risk to relatives of an affected person compared with a random member of the population, or twin studies may indicate higher risk among monozygous compared with dizygous twins or other siblings, or adoption studies, with the effect of the environment controlled, may indicate genetic risk. It is much harder to demonstrate, a priori, whether and in what way genes are involved in the aetiology of complex traits and diseases. If penetrance, the probability of the trait given the genotype, is low, and the trait appears in unpredictable proportions, it may seem sporadic or spontaneous, or weakly familial owing to shared environment and predicting which model the disease will follow can be a challenge. For example, if an allele is necessary but not sufficient to produce disease, the allele will follow Mendelian rules of inheritance but the disease will not, particularly if additional risk factors are uncorrelated with the genetic variation being transmitted. Thus, the influence of viral risk factors (as with type 1 diabetes, multiple sclerosis, or other autoimmune diseases), diet (some cancers, perhaps including breast, heart disease), unidentified environmental triggers (asthma), or additional genes with which the gene under study interacts (Hirschsprung's or Bardet Biedl Syndrome), can obscure genetic effects.
A well-known confounder is that there are many nongenetic ways for disease to cluster in families. As far back as his classic 1908 paper on genotype frequency equilibrium that bears his name, 27 Wilhelm Weinberg cautioned that diseases with an environmental aetiology may appear to be familial, because family members tend to be exposed to the same environment. Syphilis, for example, was once thought to be a heritable disease because it can be passed from mother to newborn. In this way, some cases of the diseases we now consider 'complex' may eventually prove to be 'simple', perhaps infectious or monogenic disorders-even if the reverse is more often the case. 17, 19 The subtleties here are many. A disease owing to the contribution of variants from multiple genes can appear to segregate or to simulate Mendelism, 28 Contrariwise, many genetic phenomena may lead to 'non-Mendelian' familial aggregation, including somatic mutation, 29 Because these problems make it difficult to establish Mendelian patterns of occurrence, the expectation that a costly genetic study will proceed only with good reason to believe the disease is 'genetic' has largely been waived. Association mapping (case-control) studies have essentially no such prior requirement. As a result, the lack of clear results is no surprise.
Many-to-many relationship of cause to disease A widely stated genetic objective is to be able to use exposure to risk factors from the moment of conception, through the cloud of other entangling environmental exposures, to predict late-onset disease. As shown in Figure 1 , causality may in some cases be a kind of hourglass phenomenon, the neck of which is a proximate risk factor (e.g. obesity), that may be arrived at via many alternative genetic and/or environmental paths and that then may lead to diverse associated outcomes (e.g. type 2 diabetes, hypertension, heart disease), the many-to-many causal fabric. Metaphorically, the individual grains of causal sand may pass through the neck with momentum, direction, and stochasticity that make prediction epistemologically problematic even with an estimate of the proximate risk factor for an individual. In other cases, there may be no proximate factor, or it may be unknown, and the neck may be quite narrow or intractably broad.
Sometimes, an insightful combination of genetic and environmental concepts can focus study on whether a specific risk factor actually affects a trait. Mendelian randomization is an example in which knowledge of a specific gene and the substrate on which it acts can be combined with environmental exposure data to show convincingly that an environmental factor is or is not involved. 9, 10 But this only applies when we have rather unusually detailed understanding of a disease, will usually only account for a fraction of cases, and hence will not turn complex traits into simple ones.
Dynamic nature of environmental risk
Risk factor exposures are dynamic. Exposure effects are perforce estimated retrospectively, even in cohort studies, because effects cannot be estimated until they have had their impact. But these estimates may be of little use because exposures are changeable and clearly unpredictable in number, identity, combination, and intensity. To estimate prospective risk we need to know what the exposure of today's population, subject, or patient will be tomorrow.
Human beings are not infinitely resilient, but the problem we face in epidemiology is to work out the multiplicity of weak effects. We have evolved to be buffered against insult, with compensatory physiological mechanisms, and these vary in detail among individuals and populations. Behaviourally too, we as people respond to information (or folklore or hope-lore) about various risk factors, by changing exposures: beef consumption rises and falls, and differentially according to social variables, based on what the media and health professionals say about it, whether correct or not.
Ecological fallacy and predicting risk
A well-known potential source of error in epidemiology is known as the 'ecological fallacy', which can result when making deductions about individuals from group data. This can be obvious: if a voting district always elects the Republican candidate, it would clearly be incorrect to assume that everyone in the district is Republican. This would be akin to assuming that total cholesterol .200 mg/dL always leads to myocardial infarction, or that all smokers eventually develop lung cancer, assumptions that would clearly be unjustified.
However, in significant ways these kind of inferences become de facto working assumptions because when an individual's risk cannot be predicted with certainty from group data, in practice any risk at all, estimated from the population average, is treated as being high and the exposure to be avoided. This arises in clinical practice when physicians are asked to predict a patient's risk of a given disease. Estimates are usually based on the number of risk factors a patient has, as identified from population data, or the fraction of a study cohort with the same risk factors who went on to develop disease ( Figure 2) ; the patient might be told that he/she has, for example, a 60% risk of heart attack. A physician can counsel the patient to lower his/her risk by eliminating or reducing risk factors associated with disease at the population level but, since we can never know what an individual's true risk is at any given time, we can never know how well the intervention works or even whether it worked at all. A related problem is treating things like race and socioeconomic status as categorical variables, when they clearly are internally heterogeneous.
A population effect is a public health success even if we do not know who actually benefited from an intervention. It is the equating of population level risk with individual risk that is ambiguous. Even if taking statins to lower serum cholesterol leads to a significantly lowered group incidence of myocardial 
Publication or analytic bias
False positive associations are often attributed to publication bias favouring positive results, rather than causal intractability. Evidence for effect-inflating bias may be found in the typically weaker associations observed in confirmatory studies. The statistical significance even of the latter is difficult to ascertain when weak, especially negative, results are not pursued with the same intensity as positive ones. 34 Meta-analysis is often done only when an initial study yielded sufficiently enticing positive results to induce subsequent investigators to examine the same risk factors. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Although there are always exceptions, a common result is to find a gradual approach, with increasing number of samples, towards statistically significant but small relative risks or ones that asymptotically approach 1.0. Even when this is a reliable result, it usually leaves most cases of a disease unaccounted for. A major cause of false positive results in epidemiology, genetic or environmental, is multiple-testing. Studies routinely include very many risk factors such as environmental variables or polymorphic markers at hundreds or even thousands of chromosomal locations. Correcting rigorously to reduce false positives so that no more than a nominal fraction (e.g. 5%) of studies generate false positive results may require such stringent reduction of per-test significance cut-offs that too many false negatives arise or the required samples are so large as to preclude practicability. 6, 40, 41 A plethora of false negative, irreproducible results has been one predictable consequence of the adoption of a suggested loosening of criteria to include 'suggestive' significance 42 in genetic mapping studies. There is understandable resistance to rigorous multiple-testing criteria that would be research-inhibiting by depriving most studies of results worthy of follow-up. Since significance cut-offs are always subjectively chosen, a routine trade-off is to weaken criteria to reduce required sample sizes, accepting false positives to avoid too many false negatives. But the criteria are vague and we are paying the price for that. Ironically, this becomes the flip side of the usual publication bias, because weakened criteria lead studies almost automatically to include at least some 'positive' result. It is no surprise that subsequent individual or metaanalyses converge on risk estimates that are small or zero.
Causation and criteria for scientific inference
Much of the ambiguity about complex disease causation has to do with how causality itself is actually determined, the epistemology of observational science itself. The effect of unexamined assumptions about study design or the interpretation of results can be insidious and profound.
Foundational criteria for causal inference
The question of cause and effect has been of interest to philosophers since the time of the ancient Greeks. Their idea was that inherent truths could be reasoned out by a brain created to have an intuitive understanding of Nature. This worldview was replaced by the 17th century Enlightenment's age of strict empiricism, in which truth was to be established according to specific operational guidelines, ushering in the age of method, that has persisted with increasing predominance to the present day.
The primary assumption of science, namely that the world is ultimately based on invariant 'laws of nature,' justifies the basic criterion underlying all scientific reasoning, induction. Causality requires that the repeated observation of a specific agent or factor be associated with a given effect: if people with allele X are consistently found to have disease Y, we infer that X causes Y.
In the 20th century, philosophers of science forcefully identified weaknesses in the strong reliance on induction and introduced the contrary but related notion of falsifiability stressed by Karl Popper who wrote that no theory can be proven by pure induction because future exceptions cannot be ruled out. Instead hypotheses can only be falsified by finding exceptions. Systematic attempts at falsification, like Sherlock Holmes' famous reasoning, eventually eliminate all but the correct hypothesis. Falsification is routinely cited as the fundamental criterion in science, and a combination of induction and falsification is the basis of the textbook hypothetico-deductive 'Scientific Method'. However, it was long ago shown that falsification is itself fallible, because exceptions can always be attributed to experimental error, misinterpretation, or failure to include relevant variables. And there is another problem: if, the syphilis spirochete is found in every patient with syphilis, and none without, the spirochete becomes a strong candidate for the cause of the disease and only repeated, robustly documented, instances of failing to observe the association will shake confidence in that causal hypothesis. But, as pointed out as long ago as 1935 by Ludwik Fleck's founding work on modern philosophy of science (reprinted as Ref. 43) , when a disease eventually becomes defined by its cause, so that a patient has syphilis only when the syphilis spirochete is found or AIDS only when HIV is isolated, the causal hypothesis is effectively no longer falsifiable, but for reasons unrelated to nature herself.
The epistemological infrastructure of modern science implies the fundamental operational criterion that a true causal statement must lead to the successful prediction of future effects. This is the heart of public health, because prediction should enable disease prevention by the removal of exposure to causes of disease. Prediction is related to the deductive step in the Scientific Method, in which the conclusion is guaranteed given the premise, and extends the reach of pure induction from experience because future epidemiological situations are often not exact replicates of past situations in which causal factors were identified.
The hypothetico-deductive approach cycles by design, from observation to assumption to prediction and back to new observation, but the underlying thinking can also become circular. The cause and effect relationship is determined through induction, inferred for the general population based on findings at the level of the individual, and then predicted back to new individuals through deduction from the population level, meaning that our deductions can depend on our inductions, and vice versa.
Probabilistic causation
In ways both practical and theoretical, in the 20th century, science was disabused of its more purely deterministic, absolutist notions of laws of Nature. This was first true of the physical sciences, but became especially apparent in epidemiology. For one thing, epidemiological studies always entail various sources of measurement or sampling error, and statistical methods were developed to deal with this kind of observational 'noise'. We were forced to accept that induction leads only to estimation of causal parameters. Confirmation and falsification (goodness and badness of fit) became largely statistical notions, though this was generally viewed as making straightforward scientific sense within classical concepts of ultimately deterministic causation.
However, causation itself also dissolved in many ways during the last century. Aspects of causation were identified in both physical and biological sciences that were inherently probabilistic. Mendelian segregation is an important and well-understood example. Probabilistic cause, when its underlying mechanism is known, can have orderly, theoretically specifiable properties, but they have to be inferred through the additional cloud of non-specified sources of statistical noise.
The probabilistic nature of science constituted a change in outlook that vitiates much of the traditional criteria like replicability and falsifiability, and truth has become, as a consequence, hazier. Whether inference is based on significance values, standard errors, likelihood ratios, or other criteria, decision-making in the identification and characterization of causation has become formally subjective. A test may 'replicate' or 'falsify' a hypothesis only because some entirely arbitrary (that is, human-chosen and unrelated to the actual causal situation itself) significance level or likelihood ratio fails to be ratified.
In epidemiology and genetics, risk is now estimated probabilistically from repeated observations in samples. But a risk r may apply to everyone in a sample, or there may be heterogeneity. Each person either does or does not get a disease, but in many situations it is at best difficult to relate this binary outcome to individual 'risk'. In most cases of complex disease, risk is far ,100%. What does it mean when risk of disease is estimated to be 60%? No one would argue that all exposed persons are at a true 60% risk nor, the other extreme, that 60% are at 100% risk and the remainder 0%. Demographers have characterized this as a problem of 'hidden heterogeneity', which sometimes can be modelled in terms of distributions of underlying individual risk but which are by no means trivial to work in specific causal terms.
With probabilistic causation something else happens: the probabilistic estimates of the effect size of a risk factor vary among studies. What is 'the' risk and how do we treat the estimates? Are we estimating a true, fixed, Aristotelian kind of causation, or is the risk in question truly probabilistic-and by what criteria can we assume that the risk has a true value, rather than one that varies uncontrollably? What might this mean in the predictive sense? Does it account for differences among studies? The answers currently offered are that there is sampling variation and variation in unmeasured confounders, and methods that are usually purely empirical, such as multiple regression, are used to express the causal situation.
These issues arise, not always explicitly acknowledged, in meta-analysis where the idea is that joint analysis of pooled studies will asymptotically approach the true risk-factor effect as the number of studies increases. But if we have to pool studies to get stable and accurate results, it usually means that the risk effect is small-whatever that means causally-at least as it is being studied with current methods. This enterprise in effect makes the strong and usually not-justified assumption that intrastudy as well as inter-study variation is all due to sampling variance rather than underlying heterogeneity. Contrariwise, it may sometimes be assumed that failure of (human-chosen) standard error ranges among studies to overlap implies causal heterogeneity. It is not clear how to know which view is reasonable, or when, and one consequence is a lack of clear stopping rules at which point we can say we know 'the' answer or if there is only one answer, that enough samples have been included and, hence, that further studies would not be wise funding investments. Under these conditions, even falsification loses much of its meaning.
We have inadequate ground rules to turn to when we face recalcitrant problems such as those of complex disease epidemiology, especially because 'P-value' decisions are entirely subjective. We need some better way to establish causality.
Bayesian inference
In some situations, there is a better way. One important response to statistical epistemology has been to use Bayesian reasoning. [44] [45] [46] We generally choose to study a question only when we have some set of plausible hypotheses about it. These a priori ideas are critical to practical study design. When conditions are appropriate, and with proper awareness of its limitations, Bayesian analysis allows us to evaluate the relative 'probabilities' of-a way of describing our intuitive confidence in-the truth of each of a set of specified competing hypotheses. Note that here the hypothesis itself, as well as or rather than, the underlying causal process, is viewed probabilistically. Bayesian analysis formalizes the Scientific Method in a quantitative way. The investigator must specify prior probabilities for DISSECTING COMPLEX DISEASE 567 at Pennsylvania State University on February 27, 2013 http://ije.oxfordjournals.org/ each of a set of competing hypotheses, which are revised in the light of new experimental or observational data. The choice of prior probabilities inevitably involves subjective guesswork, and this has been the most common objection to Bayesian inference. 46, 47 With such play in the system, the process of fitting observation to hypothesis can be elusively similar to fudging. 48 Nonetheless, Bayesian analysis has clearly proven ideal for some situations, such as Mendelian inference in families, in which the set of plausible competing hypotheses is tractably small and closed and in which the hypotheses involve formally specifiable probabilities. 44, 45 Thus, a decision among hypotheses is based on our relative confidence in them, but the underlying process need not thereby be deterministic. We may come to prefer a single-gene dominant over a recessive model, but the segregation of the individual alleles from parent to offspring is still probabilistic-and the cut-off point for deciding 'proof' remains subjective. Thus, even with Bayesian tools the amount of probabilism and uncertainty in modern criteria for inference, especially in observational fields like human genetics and epidemiology, can leave us in a kind of epistemological Limbo Land. This is the situation today with regard to many complex diseases. And the situation is actually much worse than has been described, because there is another very large source of non-probabilistic uncertainty in the actual practice of sciences as will be described below.
Proximate causal criteria in practice
We have been discussing basic, general, or ultimate criteria for making causal inference in science. These are sometimes stated but often tacit. However, both genetics and epidemiology also have their own proximate day-to-day working criteria that may be explicit, invoked de facto-or ignored.
Koch's infectious disease postulates (Koch, 1890) were long the gold standard: the causative bacterium must be detectable in every infected individual, and in no healthy one, and it must be possible to recover the bacterium from the host, grow it in culture in the laboratory, and successfully reinfect a new individual. However, as Fleck 43 and others pointed out long ago, these postulates have limitations such as it is not possible to culture all pathogens in the laboratory. The criteria remain useful general guidelines for determining the agent responsible for a new infectious disease even though numerous infectious disease vectors do not meet the Koch criteria and were identified by other means. 49 Diseases for which experimentation is not as useful require different criteria. Epidemiology has essentially coalesced around a list proposed by Hill in 1965 for assessing causation in occupational medicine 50, 51 (Table 2 ). These criteria (though actually proposed by Hill as imprecise guidelines only) are often cited as such, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] although only temporality is regarded as necessary, and none as sufficient to explain causation. Hill himself noted that they need not all be true in every instance, and an observed association may be truly causal even when the criteria are not met, leaving Bayesianesque room for judgement and raising issues in complex disease causation not currently well addressed. Assessing causation was historically somewhat more straightforward in human genetics because genes follow what appear to be true rules of inheritance. However, these rules work well only under three important conditions: (i) the effect (disease) has to be closely determined by a variant state of a gene so that the presence of the genetic variant or, in family and population studies, its inheritance is closely reflected by the appearance of the trait; (ii) the trait cannot be caused by too many genes in any given family (even two genes create difficult analytic challenges); and (iii) there cannot be too many non-genetic risk factors. These conditions are generally not met by complex diseases.
In search of new criteria
If the causes of complex disease are many, with small effect, and they are difficult if not impossible to detect, and disease patterns do not follow the rules of Mendelian inheritance, and causation cannot be definitively affirmed by the classical means of epidemiology, how do we make decisions about causation? And how do we decide whether to approach a disease as heritably genetic, due to somatic mutation, geneenvironment interaction, gene-gene interaction, an infectious agent, polygenes, genetic modifiers, a gene with low penetrance, or any or all of the many possible scenarios that are routinely proposed, but so rarely confirmed, and how do we know when we are right?
The lack of consensus on inferential criteria, or even on what makes a trait complex, and the flood of irreproducible genetic association studies have led a number of professional journals to address these issues, and some have established guidelines for the publication of association studies in particular, but also of genetic studies in general. [58] [59] [60] Rather than proposing rigorous new concepts about disease and its causation, however, journals are falling once again back on method, suggesting that the problem is inadequate research standards: the perceived solution is larger studies, better statistical infrastructure, and high-throughput molecular technologies. But accurate confidence intervals are meaningless if the study was designed around a question that does not appropriately address the biological Table 2 Hill causal criteria
Hill criteria for causation
Strength of association
The stronger the association, the more likely the causal relationship is real
Consistency
The cause-effect relationship is replicable
Specificity
The association of cause and effect is one-to-one
Temporality
The cause precedes the effect
Biological gradient, or dose-response curve
More of the causal factor produces a stronger effect 6. Biological plausibility
Coherence
Epidemiological patterns make sense 8. Experimental evidence for cause and effect
Analogy
Precedent exists for the proposed causal relationship complexity of the disease. The editors recognize that there is a problem, but challenging the inertia of the status quo is currently beyond their scope, as is true for most observers of the problem. Acceptance of the need for gestalt changes is hard to come by.
The shifting target
For reasons that may largely have to do with the relative feasibility of the search, many geneticists have turned their attention to searching for genes involved in biophysiological pathways rather than finding specific allelic variation that will account for, or 'cause', the preponderance of cases of a disease. The intent is to identify pathways that might be the target of pharmacological intervention, to decipher and then mine the 'druggable genome'. 61, 62 In that sense, the goal is not disease prevention or even prediction, but treatment. This will work if causation is not too complex or a pathway truly constitutes a funnel in the causal hourglass and can be intercepted without untoward ancillary consequences.
Informal Bayesianism
Heretofore, we have neglected an important and relevant aspect of how science is done-perhaps even the most important one, and formal causal criteria or strict adherence to high standards of study design are often secondary to this when it comes to how research is actually done. Science works through a kind of informal Bayesianism. Scientists rely heavily on unstated criteria, or degrees of confidence-Bayesian priors-in particular hypotheses or approaches, and investigators are only sometimes fully able or willing to acknowledge them. Informal Bayesian priors are probabilities only in the loosest of senses. They include all of the vanities, vested interests, hunches, experiences, politics, careerism, grantsmanship tactics, competing cadres of collaborators, imperfections, and backgrounds of the scientists investigating problems at any time. These are not formal probabilities but degrees of commitment to a specific idea or explanation. They do not represent replicable trial situations, have no 'distributions', and have little if any constructive effect on statistical sampling issues.
These are then put into play, again informally, in post-study adjustment. But we often adjust the basic research criteria themselves, in service to these ancillary factors. Refined statistical methods, such as larger or longer studies or metaanalysis, or more exotic statistical tests, may serve these interests when data already at hand clearly show that the object of pursuit is a weak signal at best. Even if the signal is a true one, its pursuit exerts a conservative inertia of vested interests in the search for the more important factors. Weak genetic signal does not mean giving up on genetics but typing more mapping markers. Such adjustments ensure that the current worldview, of a tractable, replicable underlying causal truth, is not threatened.
There are good reasons for some conservatism in science, but in the case of complex disease there is enough clear existing evidence to show that we face conceptual and not just methodological problems. Ideological conformism is a general characteristic of science, 43 as it is of society generally. But an environment that is institutionalized and bureaucratized at many levels, and based on intensely competitive funding for professional success, provides insufficient incentive and mechanisms to generate innovative conceptual rethinking.
Conclusions: why identify cause?
The quest for the Philosopher's Stone
The 'Philosopher's Stone' more often elicits fictional visions of Harry Potter, wizardry, and Mugwumps, than visions of wealth, but for centuries this term referred to the alchemists' longsought, presumably real substance that would turn base metals into gold. In today's non-fictional world, the search for causes of complex disease resembles the ancient alchemists' quest. Current methods are failing, yet the response by investigators is to intensify current ideas of study design, analytic method, and technology to identify the causes of complex disease-and prove that the search was not in vain.
Is it even important to identify these causes? This may depend on the disease. Some complex diseases are primarily of early onset, others late; some have recently risen in prevalence, whereas the prevalence of others has not changed. These patterns can give important clues as to whether searching for cause, or even which sort of cause, is likely to be worthwhile.
Diseases with recently changed prevalence
Complex diseases with a recent history of rising prevalence (i.e. over the course of one or two generations) are clearly responses to environmental or lifestyle changes. Even if there is an underlying genetic predisposition, and it remains unidentified, identifying or intercepting these lifestyle changes could have tremendous public health benefit, particularly for early-onset diseases for which the ensuing contribution to person-years of health would be significant.
Asthma, for example, is a common disease with some clear environmental aetiology, the prevalence of which has risen sharply since the 1980s. 63 Although epidemiological studies have failed to identify a single likely trigger, the epidemiology of asthma suggests that this might be possible. Numerous genome scans have been carried out in the quest for 'the' asthma gene, with a few suggestive results 64 but they have generally not been confirmed by further studies. Despite the efforts in both epidemiology and genetics, we still know very little about the causes of asthma or how to prevent it. Similarly, type 2 diabetes was rare before the Second World War but is now at epidemic levels in many populations around the world. 65, 66 The rise in prevalence is usually attributed generically to 'westernization', but specific environmental changes or genes have not been definitively identified as major triggers. However, the condition is understood well enough in a black-box way that it is probable that general energy imbalance is the culprit. Even without a specific identified 'cause', this common disease is largely preventable or controllable by diet and exercise. However, these are generic answers that do not relieve the epistemological dilemma of epidemiology. It is not encouraging that we do not yet know whether it is better to eat butter or margarine, or whether it is excessive cleanliness or pollution that causes asthma. Beyond the methodological issues we have discussed, much may depend on how tightly we cling to prior ideas, or to limitations on our search space. Perhaps the asthma epidemic is due to, say, widespread exposure to disposable diapers, or an infectious agent, that researchers bent, for example, on genetic solutions simply do not take seriously while they work away at repeated genome scans or the usual battery of environmental factors, with little more than suggestive results that are not confirmable. If seemingly improbable hypotheses are not entertained, they cannot be tested. Previous unexpected findings have relied on serendipity or accident (e.g. the discovery of penicillin), or just been slow to find acceptance (e.g. H. pylori causes gastric ulcers), particularly when they defy long-held tenets of biology (bacteria can not survive in the acidic environment of the stomach).
Late onset chronic diseases
Chronic diseases with late age-of-onset may be appreciably less likely to have a tractable set of identifiable causes as such, because they are typically the result of decades-long processes, with disease developing very slowly along a continuum from health to pathology, and the outcome often essentially stochastic. Examples are cardiovascular disease, hypertension, kidney disease, and many problems associated with obesity. Searching for genetic or environmental 'causes' of such traits may simply be to misunderstand their actual biology because we dichotomize physiology as either normal or disease.
Every individual's genotype is unique at literally millions of nucleotides, and exposure to environmental risk factors varies uniquely as well. Diseases likely to be the result of so many small, ephemeral effects may be undetectable by current statistical methods, even in principle. The greater the number of risk factors, the smaller the number of people any particular disease process pertains to, the less generalizable the findings, and, thus, the smaller the public health impact that can come of searching for any one genetic cause. Similarly, because environmental exposures vary tremendously, and unpredictably, what pertains to this generation may be of little relevance to the next.
Fortunately, many of the most common complex diseases are among the very ones that can generally be prevented or modified with behavioural changes like diet and exercise-focusing preventive or therapeutic measures on the waist of the hourglass in Figure 1 . By intervening on intermediate risk factors such as weight, cholesterol, or blood pressure, the pathophysiological pathways to disease seem to be interruptible, without regard for the genes or environmental factors that led to the development of the intermediate risk factors. Ironically, once these common if generic intermediate factors are removed, the residual cases will be those that are most likely to be due to identifiable factors, like very high risk genotypes, that are causal in the usual sense of the term. Indeed, from rare instances of strongly familial breast cancer, hyperlipidaemia, and other chronic diseases, we know this is the case.
Chronic diseases with stable prevalence
Diseases for which prevalence rates have not changed appreciably over recent decades, particularly those with early-onset such as psychiatric diseases or epilepsies and some autoimmune disorders, may be more likely to have meaningful 'genetic' causation. However, these diseases are not proving to be any more genetically tractable than the more clearly environmentally induced disease. The reasons are many. Most importantly, their genetic basis may be multigenic, each person or family affected by alleles at different genes, or each by combinations of alleles at multiple genes, and differing in these ways among populations, and the usual study designs will not detect these. Non-heritable genetic change, due to somatic mutation, may be a cryptic genetic cause as well. 29 The usual kinds of family or case-control genetic studies will be hard pressed to pick up these causes. If gene-by-environment interaction is involved, as is likely in many cases, the problem is comparably more complex, and even scaling up current methods may be impotent to find these causes, because they are so variable and ephemeral.
The illusion of the Philosopher's Stone
The proper advice to alchemists searching for the Philosopher's Stone would have been to stop that approach and seek their riches elsewhere. The problems we face are profound and fundamental in observational science, but the lack of an obvious alternative does not justify continuing to invest in what does not work. Unfortunately, the informal Bayesian nature of scientific criteria and indeed the hunger of the paying public for easy answers and promises are great obstacles to change, but when even the public is beginning to doubt that base metal can be turned to gold, it is time for scientists to rethink the quest.
